Abstract. The business activities of enterprises is closely related to strategic management, the business will lay a deep imprint in the financial statements of the enterprise, the enterprise strategic management to implement enterprise strategy through the assets of the financial project resources optimized allocation and effective operation, so for the analysis of financial statement analysis is no longer a simple corporate balance sheets, but through the financial statement analysis behind the mining enterprise strategic management. This paper mainly through the analysis of green electric appliances co., LTD. In recent years, the financial statements to dig behind the strategic management, through financial statements analysis showed that green electric appliances co., LTD adopts the strategic management, business and investment and gradually shift from specialization strategy to diversification strategy.
Introduction
There are three main analysis methods for financial statement analysis: ratio analysis, structure analysis and quality analysis. At the same time the three analysis methods can effective analysis enterprise's financial and operating conditions, with the development of economy and the development of accounting theory and practice, the enterprise financial management is no longer the limit analysis of financial situation, more is to through the financial statement analysis of mining enterprise strategic management. This paper analyzes financial statements from the perspective of enterprise strategic management through some financial statement data of Gere Electric Appliances, Inc. Of Huizhou from 2015 to 2017.
Analysis of Financial Statements Through the Strategic Management
Strategic management is a continuous process, not through the financial statements reflect a year, so this paper selected the green electric appliances of 2015-2017 financial statements about the relevant data analysis, from the financing strategy, investment strategy and strategic management of green electric appliances operation strategy to mining.
Analysis of Financing Strategy
From table 1, 2015-2017 in the balance sheet shows, Gere Electric Appliances, Inc. of Zhuhai currency funds increased year by year, short-term loans increased year by year, but the scale of the short-term borrowing relative to the size of the monetary fund is more little, that money is not by exogenous financing, compared to such a large scale, the monetary fund exogenous financing seem unnecessary. The main reason for the rise of money capital and the relatively large scale is the recovery of the due amount of notes receivable and the sharp increase of green electric's operating income. In the case of sufficient money and capital, green electric still has stable external borrowing year by year, and its financial expenses are negative, mainly to maintain a certain credit relationship with financial institutions. Parent company and consolidated from table 1 shows notes payable, accounts payable project size is larger, embodies the green electric appliances and the payment of the supplier management arrangements, green electric appliances business resources mainly comes from the liabilities of the supplier, explain enterprise financing mainly comes from the financing for commercial purposes through management of payment arrangement with upstream enterprises endogenous financing. 
Investment Strategy Analysis
In order to clear the investment strategy of the enterprise, this paper is divided into two types, the investment assets that controlling investment (long-term equity investment and other receivables, etc.) and other investments (trading financial assets and available for sale financial assets, etc.), when the enterprise of a long-term equity investment in the way of controlling investment, controlling investment will form the invested company business assets, enterprise development strategy of foreign expansion meaning more obvious. See from table 1 in the parent company statements, 2015-2017 of a long-term equity investment increased year by year, the parent company to control foreign investment by the parent company statements of the long-term equity investment and other receivables project performance. When the consolidated gross assets and its parent table is far greater than the difference between the total value of assets of the parent company, controlling investment assets that controlling the expansion effect of the parent company, the parent company through controlling investment (parent company to long-term equity investments and other receivables and merge table of the difference of the long-term equity investment and other receivables) achieved good development, the subsidiaries do business ability and level is high. It is worth noting that the number of controlled investment scale is only a rough estimate, but as a strategic analysis, such treatment can largely reflect the enterprise's foreign investment strategy. In 2017, for example, the parent company leverages the increment of the total assets of a group of subsidiaries about 34.7 billion by about 11
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billion controlled investments, which promotes the leapfrog development of the group's foreign investment.
Analysis of Business Strategy
Despite the comprehensive enterprise strategy management, the result can't directly into assets, but for the assets of enterprises through optimizing configuration can realize enterprise strategy, can through asset portfolio to mining enterprise's strategic management. For example, the scale of fixed assets and inventories directly reflects the business model of enterprises. Enterprise business debt s(including accounts receivable and notes receivable) scale and structure reflects the enterprise's marketing model, the size and structure of enterprise business debt (including accounts payable and notes payable) reflected the enterprise resource acquisition mode. When enterprises strengthen their own business activities, they will often strengthen the construction of fixed assets, inventories and intangible assets, which is manifested as the increase of fixed assets and inventory scale. From shown in table 1, 2015-2017 of fixed assets increases year by year, embodies the green electric appliances is determined to expand their operations in 2016 compared with 2015 in stock inventory were significantly reduced, at the same time, the parent company's operating income increased from 2016 in 110.1 billion to 2017 in 150 billion, green electric appliances operation ability enhancement. It can be seen from the parent company's statement and consolidated statement that the parent company and its subsidiaries are mainly expanding their operations, and the main business development is still the main strategy of green electric appliances.
Enterprise management strategy directly affect the enterprise's operating income, from the merger of green electric appliances in the income statement, compare the operating income in 2017 to that in 2016, operating income increased by about 40 billion, operating income rose in 2015, the main reason of the transformation is successful, that is, from specialization to diversification expansion.
Enterprises to adopt strategic management, the purpose is to promote the competitiveness of the enterprise itself, shown in figure 1, in 2017 green electric current liabilities structure, notes payable, accounts payable, advances from funds account for about 33.5% of the total current liabilities. Bills payable and accounts receivable squeeze the funds of upstream suppliers, and advance sales squeeze the funds of downstream dealers. From the structure enterprise accounts payable are larger than notes payable, notes receivable is much larger than the size of enterprise receivables, manifested the enterprise in the management of upstream and downstream relationships bargaining power is strong, showed a "two head to eat" competition ability. 
Summary
Gere electric appliance adopts the strategy of both management and investment to maintain its core competitiveness and expand the core business of upstream and downstream by maintaining a complete production management system. And by controlling the expansion of investment to achieve the leapfrog development of the enterprise, in 2015, green has successful transformation, enterprises are no longer just an air conditioning, green electric appliances is trying to smart home, mobile phones and other appliances, and other direction to seek diversified development, eventually making green electric active and steady development. The combination of operation and investment strategy can, on the one hand, consolidate the main business scale of the enterprise, maintain a certain competitive position in the market and reduce the operating risk of core assets. On the other hand, the diversification of products and businesses can be realized through external controlling investment, expanding market and reducing enterprise risk.
